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Commencement Exercises 
1989 
Marshall University 
/ 

The One Hundred Fifty,second 
Commencement Exercises 
Marshall University 
� 
Satunlay, May 13, 1989 at 11:00 in the Huntington Civic Center 
Disclaimer The list of May degree candidates in this program is ten­tative and is based upon the anticipated successful com­pletion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 1988-89. This document should not be taken as an offi­cial record that degrees have in fact been awarded. 
Welcome Marshall University welcomes those attending the 152nd Commencement Exercises. 
Academic Procession Faculty Marshals Candidates for Bachelor Degree Candidates for Associate Degree Candidates for Master Degree Candidates for Medical Degree Candidates for Doctoral Degree Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal Members of the Faculty Chief Faculty Marshal Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials Prof. Ramchandra G. Akkihal Prof. Kenneth Ambrose Prof. Elaine Baker Prof. Richard Bonnett Prof. Mahlon Brown Prof. Elma Chapman Prof. Dean Adkins Prof. Howard Adkins Prof. Allen Arbogast Prof. Katheryn Chezik Prof. Dan K. Evans Prof. Mack Gillenwater Prof. Charles F. Gruber Chief Marshal: Professor David R. Woodward Assistant Chief Marshal: Professor Dorothy R. Johnson Prof. Jeanne DeVos Prof. Kenneth Guyer Prof. Olive Hager Prof. Betty Jarrell Prof. Chong Kim Prof. Giovanna Morton Chief Usher: Professor Ernest W. Cole Assistant Chief Usher: Professor Neal Adkins Prof. Ralph Hall Prof. Carl Johnson Prof. Richard Jones Prof. Nicholas Kontos Professor Michael Little Professor Philip Modlin Professor Caroline Perkins Prof. Elaine Novak Prof. Ralph Oberly Prof. William Sullivan Prof. Ralph Taylor Prof. Wayne Taylor Prof. Monica Valentovic Prof. Jimmie Rogers Prof. Harry Sowards Prof. John E. Smith Prof. Charles Stephen Prof. Donald Tarter Prof. Elinore Taylor 
The 152nd Commencement Program President Dale F. Nitzschke, Presiding Precommencement Concert Marshall University Wind Symphony Professor Michael McArtor, Conductor Processional � Ceremonial Marches Invocation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . The Reverend William Buchanan Minister, First Baptist Church Introduction of Guests Welcoming Remarks . . . . . . . . . . . . . The Honorable Gaston Caperton Governor, The State of West Virginia Introduction of the Commencement Speaker Commencement Address. . . . . . . . . The Honorable Henry G. Cisneros Mayor, The City of San Antonio, Texas Conferring of Academic Degrees The President of the University Candidates for the Bachelor's and Associate Degrees College of Education presented by Carole A. Vickers, Dean College of Liberal Arts presented by Deryl R. Leaming, Dean College of Business presented by Robert P. Alexander, Dean College of Science presented by E. S. Hanrahan, Dean College of Fine Arts presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean School of Nursing presented by Carolyn S. Gunning, Dean Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Alan B. Gould, Provost Community College presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean Candidates for the Master's Degree Graduate School presented by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean Candidates for the Doctor of Medicine Degree School of Medicine presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean Conferring of the Doctoral Degrees John E. Jones, Vice President for Health Sciences, West Virginia University 
'· Recognition of the Honor Graduates Conferring of the Honorary Degrees Candidates presented by . , ................... Alan B. Gould Provost Gaston Caperton , Doctor of Laws Henry G. Cisneros , Doctor of Humanities Greetings ................................. Thomas L. Craig, Jr. Member, West Virginia Board of Regents A. Michael PerryChairman, Marshall University Institutional Board of Advisors Beatrice N. Orr President, Marshall University Alumni Association The President's Remarks "Alma Mater" C.E. and James HaworthPaul A. Balshaw Benediction Recessional , Ceremonial Marches Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. Alma Mater May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
The audience is requested to be seated following the Benediction and remain seated 
until the class has recessed. 

The Grand Mace 
The Grand Mace (opposite), a symbol of authority and leader­
ship, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the faculty at all formal 
University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these 
functions. The Mace is made from a limb that fell from the Old 
Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the University Campus. The 
top of the Mace consists of a gold plated bronze casting that fea­
tures on one side the Seal of Marshall University and on the other 
the Great Seal of the State of West Virginia. These are surrounded 
by a laurel of beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by 
a torch symbolic of academic excellence. Immediately below the 
top casting is a four-sided section that contains carved symbols 
significant in the history of the University--The Towers of Old 
Main, Memorial Fountain, the Seal of Marshall College, and a 
buffalo, official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. The 
area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small 
clusters of beech nuts and leaves. The center portion of the Mace 
is carved in double wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the 
gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in 
size. The base of the Mace is protected by a gold placed bronze 
casting of beach leaf clusters. The entire Mace weighs about 25 
pounds and is 66 inches from the top of the torch to the base. The President's Medallion 
The President's Medallion or Badge of Office of the Presidency 
of Marshall University (at right) consists of a relief carving of the 
Seal of the University featuring the bust of Chief Justice John 
Marshall. It is suspended from the President's neck with a kelly 
green and white ribbon, the official colors of the institution. The 
Medallion is worn by the President when he is participating in 
formal University affairs. The reverse side of the Medallion is 
inscribed with the names of the previous Presidents of the 
institution. 
Both The Grand Mace and The President's Medallion were 
created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate 
of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor 
as well as an art teacher in the public schools. 
Gaston Caperton Henry G. Cisneros 
West Virginia Governor Gaston Caperton and San Antonio Mayor Henry G. Cisneros are being awarded honorary 
degrees at Marshall University's annual Commencement program today. 
Caperton, who was inaugurated as West Virginia's 31st governor on Jan. 16, will receive an honorary Doctor of Laws 
degree. Cisneros will be awarded an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree. 
Both Cisneros and Caperton will address the graduating class. 
Henry Cisneros and Gaston Caperton are considered rising young stars among the new generation of political leaders 
emerging in the United States. During his first months in his first political office, Gaston Caperton has already had 
a profound effect in his program to move West Virginia forward. Ma)!Or Cisneros is only 41 years old, but he has held 
elective office for 14 years and has established a national reputation as a speaker and political leader. 
A 1968 graduate of Texas A&M University, Cisneros became an administrative assistant to the San Antonio city 
manager that year. He was elected to the San Antonio City Council for the first of three terms in 1975 and was elected 
mayor in 1981. He has been re-elected four times. 
Cisneros also has served as an assistant to the executive vice president of the National League of Cities, as a White 
House Fellow and assistant to the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare and as a Ford Foundation grant recipient 
to study in the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University. 
He has been a teaching assistant at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and has served as a faculty member for 
the University of Texas at San Antonio and Trinity University. He holds master's degrees from Texas A&M and Har­
vard and a doctoral degree from George Washington University. 
Among his honors are the National Recognition Award by the Mexican Government for 1985 earthquake assistance 
and selection as one of 10 "Outstanding Young Men of America" by the U.S. Jaycees in 1982. He was interviewed 
as a potential Democratic vice presidential nominee in 1984. 
Caperton was elected governor last November on his venture into politics, campaigning on a "Partnership for Pro­
gress" plan to bring business and labor, education and government leaders together to build a strategy for economic growth. 
His career to that point was devoted to a small insurance company he joined in 1963 after graduating from the University 
of North Carolina. When he became president of McDonough Caperton in 1976 the firm had about a dozen employees. 
Under his direction it expanded from its Charleston base to five other West Virginia cities and eight other states. The 
firm now employes more than 550 and the McDonough Caperton Insurance Group is one of the 20 largest insurance 
brokerage firms in the country. 
Caperton is a founder and past president of the West Virginia Education Fund which provides business support for 
outstanding principals and teachers in public schools. He has been active in a number of community organizations 
such as the United Way, the Salvation Army and Goodwill Industries. 
Academic Heraldry 
The custom of wearing academic regalia in the colleges and universities of the 
United States has been continuous since Colonial times. The colors indicating fields 
of study and degrees conferred are now of standard significance and at Marshall 
University show in the hoods worn by the Master's and Doctoral degree candidates. 
Hoods for both Master's and Doctor's are made of black, lined with silk chevrons 
in the official colors of the university conferring the degree, and trimmed with vel­
vet collars in colors distinctive of the degree. The hoods of the Marshall Faculty 
represent the many institutions and variety of degrees that comprise a university 
faculty. 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Master of Arts - White 
Master of Science - Golden Yellow 
Master of Business Administration - Drab 
Master of Arts in Journalism - Crimson 
Master of Education - Light Blue 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL 
Doctor of Medicine - Green 
FACULTY HOODS - MASTER'S AND DOCTOR'S 
Arts and Humanities ......................... White 
Business and Accountancy ..................... Drab 
Economics ................................. Copper 
Education ............................... Light Blue 
Engineering ................................ Orange 
Home Economics ........................... Maroon 
Journalism ................................ Crimson 
Library Science ............................. Lemon 
Medicine ................................... Green 
Music ....................................... Pink 
Nursing ................................... Apricot 
Philosophy .............................. Dark Blue 
Physical Education ...................... Sage Green 
Science ............................. Golden Yell ow 
Social Science .............................. Cream 
Theology .................................. Scarlet 
At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor's degrees do not wear hoods. The 
color of the tassel on their caps indicates their field of study in accordance with 
the legend above. 
Profile of Marshall University Marshall College had a problem with its students: "The most decided objection we have to find to any considerable number (of the students) is the tendehcy to study too long hours, a tendency we are trying to correct . .. " The quotation comes from the 1909-10 Marshall College Catalog and one historian has attributed it to President Lawrence J. Corbly. The historian added his own wry comment: "President Cor­bly and his successors evidently met with considerable success in correcting this tendency.'' The problem of overzealous students may have been exaggerated. In any event, Marshall has had more serious problems in an often-turbulent history extending back to 1837--some 26 years before the state of West Virginia was born. The early history of Marshall is filled with colorful events and people. To put things in chronologicai. perspec­tive, the academic melodrama started in 1837 when the good citizens of Guyan­dotte and the farming country to the west--now the city of Huntington-­decided they needed an annual school to provide for the education of their youngsters. Tradition records they met at the home of John Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and named the new school Marshall Academy in honor of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. They decided to locate their new school on a knoll known � ''Maple Grove," site of a small log building called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also had served for some time as a sub­scription school for the area, open but three months each year. It remained a subscription school that summer, conducted by Isaac H. Peck. It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing Laidley and eight other men as trustees. On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased from James and Lucy Holderby the one and one-fourth acre lot contain­ing their log "academy." The price: $40. That land is now the site of Old Main. The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. The first full school term was con­ducted in 1838-39 with Peck serving as principal for a salary of $500. In 1850, the academy and its financial obligations were accepted by the Con­ference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. The coming of the Civil War nearly spelled the end of the young college. Lack of financial support, accumulated debts, court action and the war itself forced the school to close its doors in 1861. The property was sold at public auction. Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land and building for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite and his family lived in the college building. During at least part of the war, a small school, probably a subscription school, was maintained at the college--fulfilling a provision in the original deed from James Holderby which specified it was to be used '' ... for the express purpose of an Academy (sic) and for no other use." The building also was used as a hospital during part of the conflict. In the fall of 1866, the Southern Methodists made an attempt to regain control of the property, but were unable to raise enough money. Meanwhile, the new state of West Vir­ginia had recognized the need for an institution to train teachers to serve the state's public schools. After many months of wrangling over location, the Legislature on Feb. 27, 1867, voted approval of a bill establishing a "state normal school" to be located at Marshall College. 
In order to get the college reopened, 
the voters of Cabell County approved a 
property tax levy amounting to $5,000. 
The state also appropriated funds and on 
Aug. 1, 1867, the schools' regents pur­
chased the lot and building from Mrs. 
Mason for $3,600. The regents of the 
state normal school also authorized addi­
tions and repairs amounting to about 
$3,800. 
During that period, the regents pur­
chased an additional 10 acres land from 
William P. Holderby for $1,000. It 
turned out that there was a lien against 
the land and the regents had to ask the 
Legislature to authorize condemnation in 
order to obtain a valid title. In Septem­
ber, 1868, they obtained 13 and three­
quarters acres at a price fixed at $1,375. 
This brought the college holdings to a 
total of 15 acres in order " ... that there 
might be ample room around the build­
ings, and that the Steward of the Col­
lege might be able to provide material 
for his table ... " 
In 1868, Marshall needed land for 
farming. A hundred years later, the prob­
lem was parking. 
The first session of Marshall College 
as a state normal school began June 15, 
1868, and lasted 10 weeks, but financial 
problems continued to plague the school. 
The Legislature made no appropriation 
for salaries and expenses for the year 
1879-80 and Principal A.D. Chesterman 
had to struggle to keep the school open 
with the money received from tuition 
fees. These were not adequate to provide 
a proper teaching staff. 
Matters began to improve during the 
administration of Thomas E. Hodges 
(1886-1896) as the state gradually 
increased its financial support. 
During Hodges' last year, 1895-96, the 
school's enrollment exceeded 200 for the 
first time. The 1896 graduating class of 
19 also was a record. 
Hodges was followed by Lawrence J. 
Corbly, who was to serve 19 years--the 
longest tenure of any Marshall president 
with the exception of Stewart H. Smith 
(1946-68). 
Corbly's administration marks a major 
turning point in Marshall's fortunes. 
Enrollment began a steady climb, from 
258 in 1896-97 to 1,021 by 1907. 
In 1905, construction was started on 
the final section of Old Main. This is the 
familiar "towers" segment facing the 
main entrance to the campus on Hal 
Greer Boulevard. With its completion, 
Old Main consisted of five sections. 
Reading from the east, these were com­
pleted in 1898, 1870, 1899, 1896 and 
1907. 
The first edition of the campus news­
paper, The Parthenon, was published in 
1898, although there had been an earlier 
newspaper with a different name. 
Intercollegiate athletics got their start 
at Marshall during this period, with the 
first football team being fielded in 1898. 
The Marshall teams originally were 
known as the Blue and Black, but the 
now-familiar Green and White colors 
had been adopted by 1904. 
In May, 1907, the board of regents 
adopted a plan for the reorganization of 
the college. Among other things, the 
plan changed Corbly's title from "prin­
cipal" to "president" and raised his sal­
ary to $2,500 a year. 
In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a 
secondary school. By 1912, the regents 
had added two years of study to the 
school's program, equivalent to the fresh­
man and sophomore years in college. In 
1914, President Corbly recommended 
that " ... Marshall College should be 
made a 'college' in fact as well as in 
official name -- a degree-conferring 
institution." 
But when Corbly retired in 1915, Mar­
shall was still a thriving junior college. 
A few years later, however, his hopes 
were to be realized. In 1920, the State 
Board of Education approved Marshall's 
granting of a bachelor's degree in edu­
cation. Teachers College conferred 
degrees upon four candidates in June, 
1921. 
The years ahead were to see steady 
physical and academic expansion and 
Marshall became a university in 1961. 
By the fall of 1988 Marshall had an 
enrollment exceeding 12,000, a full-time 
faculty of about 400 and more than 100 
part-time instructors. 
The small academy has become a 
major university operating nine colleges 
and schools: College of Liberal Arts, Col-
. lege of Fine Arts, College of Science, 
College of Education, College of Busi­
ness, Graduate School, School of Medi­
cine, Community College, and School 
of Nursing. 
Class of 1989 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by stoles and matching tassels worn with their caps and gowns .. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Red Stoles and Tassels and the Magna Cum Laude and Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Stoles and Tassels. Summa Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.85 to 4.0. Michael Dwayne Bratton Joseph Patrick Carrus Denise Kay French Dean Alan Furner Tina Marie Hatfield Anthony Curtis Henley Thelma Mae Isaacs, II Linda Carole Knopp Nancy E. Larsen Regina Beth Martin Cheryl Dawn McKown Metz Loralea Ashley Mullins Dawna Jean Nelson Charlotte R. Oyler Pamela Jean Peele Billy Jack Pierce, Jr. Claudia Plummer Ratcliffe Ervin Eugene Rife Barbara Lynn Runyan Angela Nell Slover Charles Darnall Webb, Jr. Bryan Nelson West Magna Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.6 to 3.84. Angela Scranage Anderson Brian Allen Baker Brenda Gail Ball Diana Annett Bracken Ball Bridget Len Barnette Doris Ann Blackbum Jon Clive Brown Kimberly Dawn Carte Linda Eileen Loar Case David Sam Catizone Jeffrey Stephen Cooper Lois Ann Craig Lara Dille DeDario Carrie Ellen Edgell Charlotte Ann Edwards Joan Elizabeth Eicher Amy Dawn Flanagan Melinda Beth Force Lana Elaine Gillespie Victoria Hatfield Griffey Stacey Dawn Grounds Clifton Ray Herndon, II Cathy M. Durst Judge Rhonda Workman Justice Susan Kay Lester Gregory L. McClung Drema Mullins Michelle Lea Mullins Mildred Sue Copley Ooten Connie Ann Peters David Edward Peterson Angela Dane Ridenour Jacqueline Cline Rife Richard Alan Roberts Matthew Shane Ross Timothy Paul Scott Wendy Clark Smith Patricia Beth Starling Kim Marie Stooke Elizabeth Ann Sturgeon Dennis Cleveland Taylor Charles Robert Tew Brenda Kay Thompson Ralph Dale Triplett, II Michele Lee Urffer 
' '' 
Kathy Ann Vallance Robert Lee Wheeler Donald Lee White Amy Marie Woods Lisa Joan Zizzi Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.59. Stephanie Jane Baker Billie Jean Ball Donald Edwin Balser, II Kelli Ann Bates Beth Ann Boothe Lisa Dawn Ball Bowen Gregory Vincent Boyle Gary Lewis Braham JoAnn Hamilton Brandenburg Cheryl Dawn Brown Shari Lynn Bumgarner Deborah Lynn Carter Lena Donna Carver Helen Marie Castle Brian Keith Childers Sandra Kay Christian Robin Sue Clark Kerry Keith Cline Valerie Dawn Cole Brenda Lee Conger Maria Mantecon Copley William Brent Cunningham Sherlene Courts Dailey Grace Ann Davis Karla Ann Dick Abbey Lynn Dunlap Teresa Ann Duty Cecilia Yvonne Eckhart Wayne Ferguson Maria G. Finley Robin Leigh Fisher Susan Grace Foy Brian Francis Howard Justin Frye Anthony Edward Gilkerson Joan M. Lamb Grimmett Louis Alexander Hagan Robin Paige Hammons Mary Elizabeth Hartney Mary Louise Hawkins Jana Renee Hogsten Patricia Gail Holmes Jennifer Marie Homer Robert Stephen Jarrell Todd C. Jaryis Lucinda Kaye McDonald Jones Penny Jo Jones Justina Hope Justice James Phillip Kincaid Cheryl Ann LeDonne David Wayne Lowe Teresa Michelle Mann Kendra Lea Marcum Jennifer Lee Mayo Ressa Naomi Mcfann Lloyd Allen McKee Jeffrey N. Miller Barbara Budzinski Moody Richard Perry Morrone Carrie Ellen Hawser Morse Donna Kay Mullins Lisa Marie Moore Raymond Allen Nolan Cynthia Ann Nosse Stephanie Ann Parker Diane Hudnall Patrick Karen Carrie Peele Gary Ernest Pennington Jeanette Ann Phillips Michael Eugene Phillips Nora F. Porter Shelly Elizabeth Prince Sherry Ruth Prince John Stephen Proctor Jennifer Christine Riffe Danny Dale Rose Gregory Scott Scolapio Nancy Ann Sluss Shrewsbury Beverly Jean Smith Robert J. Steigerwald Scott David Stemple Tonnie Lynn Strope Carla Mae Sullivan Deidre Renae Thompson Shannon Michele Utter Matthew Ernest Vance Roger Vithalani George Russell Watson Paula Lee White Julia Ann Wooten Mark Stephen Zalaznik 
Associate Degree Candidates The Associate Degree honor graduates are distinguished by the Royal Blue Stoles and Tassels worn with their caps and gowns. With High Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. Sue Tryon Brady Tonja Lea Clark Barbara S. Collins Karen L. Condron Sandra Hoover DeLapa Betty Jane Michels Ellis Constance Joan Fisher Eddie D. Fisher Fem Marie Hood Kimberly Dawn Johnson Jerry Wesley Lewis Tillis Ross Patricia Ann Sheline Phyllis J. Morrison Thacker Debra Kay Gibson Thompson Trisha Ann VanMeter Eric L. Vogel Steven Brian Waller Kelle Lorena Weddle Linda R. White With Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. Patricia Sue Adkins Sharon Kay Adkins Paula Denise Brooker Christina L. Bryan Frances Rene Carico Naomi Sue Childers Melissa Kay Clagg Melanie Sue Clark Tawnya S. Click Brenda L. Masker Dolan Lisa Gay Gosnell Cynthia Marie Hammons Tony Allen Hatton Opal Elaine Huskins Carla Lynn Irvin Tommie Kelly Teresa L. Legg Gay Edward McCabe, Jr. Tina Louise McCoy Kelly Suzanne Mondy Tamatha Jean Morton Kecia Rena Moten Vickie Lynn Myers Tina Kay Plants Kathleen E. Short James Albert Smith Holly Lynn Stutler Hobert Lee Sutherland Lisa Suzanne Taylor Merri Beth Vance Lisa Rae Weir 
" 
\ 
Military Commissions United States Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall University, May 13, 1989: ADKINS, Michael D, USAR, Ordnance ANDERSON, Michael E, USAR, Armor BAKER, David L, USAR, Military Police *CASTLEBERRY, Richard K, USAR, Branch UnassignedDANIELS, David F, Regular Army, Field Artillery*DRAKE, Eric W, USAR, ArmorFERGUSON, Jay L, USAR, Branch UnassignedFOSTER, Vicki L, USAR, Branch Unassigned*FRANKLIN, Aretha G, USAR, Adjutant General CorpsGREEN, Kenneth P, USAR, Field Artillery*HALL, Regina S, Regular Army, Medical ServiceHUTTON, Marc A, USAR, Branch UnassignedJENNINGS, Roger L, Jr, USAR, Armor**LOGSDON, Michael T, Regular Army, Quartermaster *MADISON, James F, II, Regular Army, OrdnanceMANN, Karin T, USAR, Branch UnassignedMIDKIFF, Michael H, USAR, OrdnanceMILLER, Robert H, Jr, USAR, Branch UnassignedMOORE, John B, USAR, Branch UnassignedMORGAN, Theodore E, USAR, Branch UnassignedMOWERY, John B, Jr, USAR, Branch UnassignedPOSTON, Anthony E, USAR, Branch UnassignedRAMEY, Gordon II, USAR, Branch UnassignedSHAFER, David P, USAR, Branch UnassignedSMITH, Guy F, USAR, Branch Unassigned*TROY, Mark E, USAR, Branch Unassigned*TURMAN, Thomas S, Regular Army, AviationThe following individual has been commissioned Second Lieutenant in the United States Armysince May 1988: **DeJARNETT, Jerry W, Regular Army, Air Defense * Designates Distinguished Military Student** Designates Distinguished Military Graduate 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education 
Candidates presented by Carole A. Vickers, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 13, 1989 
Bachelor of Arts 
Teressa Jeanette Adkins 
Vickie Elizabeth Adkins 
Kathy Lynn Allbright 
Kelly Renea Anderson 
Brian Keith Atkinson 
Diane Denise Bailey 
David Leon Baisden 
Brian Allen Baker 
Billie Jean Ball 
Diana Annett Bracken Ball 
Alicia Lynn Barker 
Robin Lisa Barker 
Bridget Len Barnette 
Kelli Ann Bates 
Doris Ann Blackbum 
Karen S. Blaisdell 
Beth Ann Boothe 
Gary Lewis Braham 
JoAnn Hamilton Brandenburg 
Deborah Kay Brewer 
Cheryl Dawn Brown 
Kelly Jean Brown 
Lisa Denise Brown 
Shani Rae Brown 
Karen Sue Burnell 
Amy Annette Calhoun 
Marvin Capehart, II 
Deborah Lynn Carter 
Elizabeth DeBord Carter 
Kathy Jeanne Clay 
Brenda Lee Conger 
David Wayne Cool 
Kimberly Coleman Costello 
Chrystalle Lee Crabtree 
Lois Ann Craig 
John Edmond Crowder 
Sherlene Courts Dailey 
Jill Melinda Davidson 
Bruce Edward Decker 
Wallace David DePriest 
Melissa Beth Dials 
Elizabeth Louise Drown 
Lisa A. Dunkle 
Teresa Ann Duty 
Cecilia Yvonne Eckhart 
Darla D. Moore Eckhart 
Carrie Ellen Edgell 
Charlotte Ann Edwards 
Patricia Renee Ellis 
Nancy Ann Eplin 
Roland Douglas Esque 
Brian Scott Fish 
Amy Dawn Flanagan 
Melinda Beth Force 
Susan Grace Foy 
George Frantz 
Denise Kay French 
Kevin Thomas Gault 
Sharon Jo Gilkerson 
Lana Elaine Gillespie 
Cheryl Denise Goodman 
Cheryl Lynn Grau 
Deborah Michelle Osborne Grimmett 
Kelly Renee Harper 
Larry Dean Hart 
Mary Louise Hawkins 
Julie Lynne Hellems 
Philip William Hoffman 
Jennifer Marie Homer 
James Eugene Hostottle 
James Buddy Hudson 
Carol Lynn Hart 
Cris Margaret Irwin 
Thelma Mae Isaacs, II 
Willis Calvin Isaacs, II 
Ernestina Johnson 
Belinda Kay Kazee 
James H. Keatley, II 
Brian Edward Knight 
Larry Allen Lafon 
Angela Dawn Lilly 
Rhonda Gail Lilly 
Brett Alan Looney 
Pamela A. Mackey 
Ronda Lee Maddy 
Patricia Jean Mallow 
Kendra Lea Marcum 
Kristin Reidel Martin 
Cullena Jill McClanahan 
Cosma Ann McClellan 
Barbara Budzinski Moody 
Donna Kay Mullins 
Drema Mullins 
Mildred Sue Copley Ooten 
Rhonda Jean Patrick 
Karen Carrie Peele 
Jeanette Ann Phillips 
Terry Lynn Plummer 
Robin Diane Radcliff 
Claudia Plummer Ratcliffe 
Daniel Thomas Rechner 
Angela Dane Ridenour 
Ervin Eugene Rife 
Jacqueline Cline Rife 
Timothy Lee Rowe 
Abigail Runyon 
Susan Arminda Runyon 
Kimberly Jo Saunders 
Susan Tracey Shamansky 
Nancy Ann Sluss Shrewsbury 
Carol Lynn Sigmon 
Sherri Rene Simpson 
Paula Jane Smith 
Tammy Lynn Smith 
Wendy Clark Smith 
Denia Renee Spradling 
Scott David Stemple 
Jill Elizabeth Stevens 
Terri Dawn Stiltner 
Eva Karen Stroud 
Elizabeth Ann Sturgeon 
Alicia Dawn Sutton 
Lisa Rae T etoff 
Deborah Ann Thompson 
Linda Sue Starr Thompson 
Cheryl Lynette Timmons 
David R. Toler 
Cynthia Robin Tolliver 
Leah Renee Tolliver 
Denise Dawn Vance 
Valerie Annette Black Viars 
Martha Turley Vickers 
Tracy Ann Waddell 
Anthony Maurice Walker 
Christopher Bryan Ward 
Donita Carol Webb 
Paula Lee White 
Virginia Lorenz Will�ams 
Thomas Alan Wiseman 
William David Zeller Bachelor of Science 
Wayne Alan Hom 
Degrees Granted December 16, 1988 Bachelor of Arts 
Crystal Gay Adkins 
Edwina Gladys Allen 
Deborah Grace Alley 
John Daniel Armstrong 
Kara Lynn Baisden 
Mary Margaret Payne Barnes 
Karen Lynn Beckley 
Patricia Susan Bell 
Elizabeth Ann Bellomy 
Lonnie Ray Berry, Jr. 
Richard Frederick Bertozzi 
Glennetta Carol Braley 
Kimberli Ann Brown 
Shari Lynn Bumgarner 
Kevin Joseph Burton 
Sue Bush 
John Robert Carlisle 
Linda Eileen Loar Case 
Marcia Ann Casto 
Beverly Sue Walters Chmielewski 
David Russell Clay 
Virginia S. Carlisle Clendenen 
Bonita Gayle Cline 
Gloria Gay Cline 
Rudolph Patrick Colombo, II 
Sharon M. Adkins Copley 
Jefferson Paul Davis, III 
Julie Renee Dillinger 
Ronald Lee Dixon, Sr. 
Betsy Alicia Dorsey 
Gerald Raymond Doyle 
Dawn Darell Dyer 
Katharine Ann Woods Ellis 
Maria G. Finley 
Cynthia Ann Hesson Forman 
Howard Justin Frye 
Dennis Wayne Gerlach, II 
Sheila Joyce Gillispie 
Brenda Jean Graves 
John Wyman Graves, II 
Victoria Hatfield Griffey 
Joan M. Lamb Grimmett 
Louis Alexander Hagan 
Robbin Paige Hammons 
Rodney Alan Hamrick 
Cynthia Ann Haynes 
Roger A. Henderson, II 
Craig Mitchell Hesson 
Angela Tibbs Hoback 
Angela Kay Houser 
Donna Kay Hughart 
Brent Wayne Jarrell 
Cheryl Ann Terry Jeffers 
Lucinda Kaye McDonald Jones 
Penny Jo Jones 
Terry W. Kimball 
Angela Lynn Kirby Kinder 
Gregory D. Lambert 
Jamie Lynn Lambert 
Cynthia Susan Ledford 
Rebecca Jean Lewis 
Jacqueline Lyall 
Teresa Michele Mann 
Rodney Edward Marcum 
Michael Green Martin 
Jennifer Lee Mayo 
Gregory L. McClung 
Christine Rose McClurkin-Laslo 
Jennifer Ann Markins McComas 
Kelly Marie McKenna 
Richard Aaron Messich 
John Patrick Messinger 
Cheryl Dawn McKown Metz 
Rebecca Lynn Michael 
Jeanette Lee Mobley 
Richard Perry Morrone 
Carrie Ellen Howser Morse 
Patrick R. Murphy 
Leith David Murray 
Jacqueline Ann Myers 
Charlotte R. Oyler 
Carmen Melissa Perry 
Blythe Reneau Greer Powell 
Deborah Hamrick Price 
Kimberly Ann Rice Jennifer Christine Riffe Pamela S. Rorrer Edwina Lynn Rutherford Holly Jayne Ryon Robert Lynn St. Clair Linda Ann Salem Densil Duane Sayre Jeffrey Jay Shade Mechiele Rhea Shawver Alicia M. Simmons Kimberly Elaine Smith Eric Lyle Snuffer Beth Lynn Sprague Deidre Renae Thompson Amy Allison Townsend 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1988 
Bachelor of Arts James Grant Adkins Mary Ann Archer Janet Lynn Ashworth Trudy Irene Benson Belinda Lee Taylor Brumfield Kathleen Rene Erdlitz Butcher Delores Pack Carroll Velvet Beth Childers Melody Marie Cross Charles E. Cushman Cheri Lynn Graham Anna R. Hartley Kimberly Kay Howard Tracey Elaine Long Deloris Jean Maynard Jane Anne Modlin Jennifer Marie Parsons Darrell Eugene Preece Lisa Irene Quinn Ruth Elaine Sansom 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1988 
Bachelor of Arts Christina Lee Anderson Regina Ann Camp Michael Paul Cazin Teresa Kay Erwin Betty Jean Fields Kelley Lynne Gabrys Patricia Ann Graziano Debra Lee Hall April Renee Palmer Rodney Allen Powell Glenna Marie Preston Angela Beth Kuhner Underwood Candice Dawn Vance Cheryl K. Webb Bachelor of Science Gregory Scott Gardner Terri Lynn Loomis Elizabeth G. Saunders Melinda Dawn Saunders Catherine Geneva Hunter Stout Robert Edward Tinney Alice Lee White Lisa Dawn Lester Woolum Bachelor of Science · Nancy Clark Simmons Jeffrey M. Reynolds Ernest Ray Richardson Michelle Lee Rombow Anna Catherine Stanley Bonnie Lou Vance 
College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Deryl R. Leaming, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 13, 1989 Bachelor of Arts Elaine Childs Abraham Trisha Lynn Ackison Alma Pennington Adkins Romanus Oluoma Anabaraonye Shahrzad Arasteh Matthew Brian Armentrout David Lee Baker Brenda Gail Ball Lee Allen Bias Bethel Kae Blankenship Gregory Ray Bolyard Beth Ann Bowe Lisa Dawn Ball Bowen Kelli Suzanne Bums Kimberly Dawn Carte Michele Lynn Carter Lena Donna Carver Michele Lynn Cazad Amy L. Vance Chapman Carl R. Clay, Jr. Christopher Kyle Cobb Cynthia G. Cook Kevin Paul Cook Jay Scott Corey Russell Allen Crane Eve Catherine Cross Terry Allen Crump David Franklin Daniels Roberta Jeannette Daniels Lara Dille DeDario Brian Stephen Doak Stephanie Shawn Dower Alice Lane Downey Belinda Jane Duckworth Abbey Lynn Dunlap Michael Eugene Evans Wayne Ferguson Robert Austin Flaugher Joseph Frank Florian James Edward Ford Michael T. Francisco Mary Elizabeth Freeman Dean Alan Furner Loretta Lucille Gebhardt Ethan Andrew George Gary Blair Gibson Leah Delane Godby Erin Kendra Good Troy Lynn Goodson John Lewis Green Beth Ann Groves Timothy Max Haffelt Deward Breant Hammond Timothy Shane Hanshaw Steven Kyle Hardin Marc Allan Hutchison Kimberly Dawn Jefferson Jill Marie Jerabek Jennifer Diane Johnson Maria Manning Johnson Deidre Renee Jones Patrick Joseph Kimble William Henderson Kirvan, III Robin Lynn Lambert Nancy E. Larsen Stephen Douglas Lemon Susan Rene Lemon Amy Jarvis Lewis David L. Lucas Melinda Jean Martin Ingrid Ann Mason Tim Robert Massey, Jr. Christopher Champe McClung David Francis McCroskey Keith McGrath Robert Lee Messer Christine Miller Nancy Lea Minigh Lisa Marie Moore Theodore Eric Morgan Mary Ann Johnson Mullins Michelle Lea Mullins Dean Nicholas Mureddu Krista Kay Nelson Raymond Allen Nolan Gregory John Nolasco Michelle Lenee Nolte Odetta L. Owen Stephanie Ann Parker Gregory K. Perry Billy Jack Pierce, Jr. Chris Alan Queen Charles F. Richardson Saundra Kay Robinson Lisa Gayle Rowe Ginger Lea Sage Rebecca Lynn Sainato Gregory Scott Scolapio Earlene MaDonna Sharp Kimberly Dawn Shockley Angela Dawn Smith Beverly Jean Smith Maria C. Smith Theresa Ann Snyder Jack M. Sparks, II John J. SpellacyJames Dwight Stacy Barry Alan Stanley Trisha K. Stevens Lora Jean Stuart Karen Marie Tatar Dehnis Cleveland Taylor Carla Ann Theuring Brenda Kay Thompson Shannon Michele Utter Bryan Nelson West Robert Lee Wheeler Christina Jane White Charles Douglas Williamson Kelly Lynn Yoakum 
Bachelor of Science Bachelor of Social Work Ronald Reed Adkins, Jr. Robert Shawn Burks Karla Ann Dick Guy Matthias Kimbrough Donald Charles Kleppe Caroline June McClure Robert W. Tabor Susan Jane Arvin Alesia Jo Browning Maria Mantecon Copley Rocky R. Griffin Dana L. Hall Angela Sue Martin Nora F. Porter Donald Lee White 
Degrees Granted December 16, 1988 Bachelor of Arts Clinton Ray Bowen, Jr. John Thomas Byers Sean Heather Carver Valerie Dawn Cole Joseph Patrick Colebaugh Bobby Gene Compton, II Sherri Ann Cook William Brent Cunningham Kellie D. Dailey Marianne Elizabeth Danowski Michael S. DiGennaro Virginia Ruth Dunlap Norman Joseph Effingham Van Michael Flesher Michael Allen Frye Annette Sue Harris Harold William Henson William B. Hopkins Roy Joseph Hovanski Vina Gail Hutchinson Jill Deidre Jackson Dawn Kimberly Johnson Karen Ann Kidd Linda Carole Knopp Lorri Ann Laudermilt Michelle Kathleen Jessica Leonard Gregory Eugene McDowell Erin Colleen Mick James Lee Miles Connie Ruth Miller Nancy Elizabeth Miller Marshall B. Nelson Kimberley Vonda Newbill Mary Jean Ney Lucy Margaret Niemann Connie Ann Peters Gregory Edward Pickens Helen Lynn Ramsdell David Evan Smith Bridgett A. Standiford Francis G. T anguilig Lynne Smith Thompson 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1988 Bachelor of Arts Lois Darlene Austin Deanna Melinda Bazo David Lee Burrows Marjorie Lynn Ferguson Rebecca Dawn Gillian Jennifer Beth Green Robert Earl Hatfield, II Diane Lisa Kelley Charles Lee McComas Michael David Moffa Velva Nell Moses Linda Michelle Mumahan Nancy Lee Nelson Rebecca Ann Posego John Douglas T ocado Kathy Ann Vallance Arthur William Zoeckler Bachelor of Science Jess Michael Cartwright Grace Ann Davis Bachelor of Social Work David Ronald Stone Tracy Annette Ritchie Kimberly Dawn Runyon Sharon Michelle Spencer Deborah Kay Stiles Richard Scott Vincent Donald Patrick Wisman 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1988 Bachelor of Arts Michael Alfred Conner Jane Deanne Cullum Sue Wells Echols Karen Ann Kennedy Bobby Franklin Lipscomb Kelly Marie McDonnell Melinda Kay Midkiff Lisa Lee-Anne Pochick Surachit Thongbor Lola Ann Trail 
College of Business Candidates presented by Robert P. Alexander, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 13, 1989 Bachelor of Business Administration 
John Scott Akers 
Amy Renee Beter Anderson 
Angela Scranage Anderson 
Joseph Audia, Jr. 
Louis H. Aulick, Jr. 
Diann Michelle Baker 
Stephanie Jane Baker 
Tariq Bashir 
Winona Ann Bays 
Elizabeth Marie Beldon 
Bert Michael Bentley 
James Carroll Bentley 
Shari Rae Bianco 
Kimberly Sue Bias 
James Mitchell Bowling 
Victoria Ann Boyd 
Katherine Lynn Boynton 
Ricky Dean Bozeman 
Leslie Marlene Braun 
Michael Allen Breeden 
Jon Clive Brown 
Peter Albert Brown 
Leslie Renee Buskirk 
Andrew Nuevas Cabauatan 
Jason Joseph Campbell 
Helen Marie Castle 
Lisa Marie Casto 
David Sam Catizone 
Ross Michael Cavanaugh 
Mark Rodney Chambers 
Richard Todd Childers 
Mark Allen Clemens 
Robert Bryon Collier 
Joann Marie Combs 
Crystal Dawn Cook 
Robert Paul Cook 
Jeffrey Stephen Cooper 
Nedra Camille Davis 
William Todd Deal 
Brian Allen Deem 
Pamela Kristine Dotson 
Lee Boyd Dunfee 
Joel Ray Dunlap 
Michael Thomas Eaches 
Kristina Grace Ellingson 
Tamara Gale Eubanks 
Johnny Dale Fannin 
Shawn Stacy Finnan 
Robin Leigh Fisher 
Mary Jo Ford 
Margaret Jean Gibb 
Jeffrey Morgan Gillenwater 
Jay Dee Gleich 
Kevin G. Gorski 
Vanessa Gay Grimes 
Cathy Sue Grizzell 
Dennis R. Gue 
Kimberly Dawn Earehart Hardin 
Stephen Daniel Harmon 
Jay Hunter Hatfield 
Todd James Hayes 
David Scott Henderson 
Julian Dwight Hensley, II 
Clifton Ray Herndon, II 
Diana Lynn Hicks 
Jana Renee Hogsten 
Patricia Gail Holmes 
Joyce Weaver Holtzapfel 
Leigh Ann Aylor Hornbuckle 
Timothy Dale Houck 
Jennifer Anne Howell 
Stephanie Lynn Turner Howerton 
Laura Lea Hundley 
Nelson Graham Hutchings 
Jeffery La'Mont James 
Brian Matthew Jarrell 
Robert Stephen Jarrell 
Kelly Sue Javins 
Fred Jefferson 
Larry Joe Johnson 
Angela Lynn Jones 
Joseph Stuart Justice 
James Phillip Kincaid 
Marc Steven Kitchen 
Kelli Lynn Krepps 
Scott William Lacy 
Tammy Dee Leftwich 
Natalie Renee Lester 
Michael Thomas Logsdon 
Rodman Gilbert Lowe 
Monica Ann Lucas 
Richard Lee Lykins, Jr. 
Robert Lauren Maloney 
Kimberly Lynn Marcum 
Regina Beth Martin 
William Harold Martin 
Michael Joseph McCarthy, Jr. 
Andrea Lucille McClinton 
Phillip Allen McComas 
Ressa Naomi Mcfann 
Kermit Hatfield McGinnis 
Crystal Lee McGuire 
Lee Curtis McGuire 
Robert Morris McIntire 
Kevin Lynn McMillen 
Eric Dogan Meadows 
William Randolph Meadows 
David Lee Merinar, II 
Dowm Lee Messinger 
Lisa Dawn Mills 
Thomas Bradley Minton 
Tennis Gregory Mullins 
Leslie Ann Myers 
Robert Bruce Myers 
Robert Jennings Neace, III Tamantha Lee Neal Angela Maria Noble Cynthia Ann Nosse John Paul Olive Beth Anne Osborne Windie Sue Pack Pamela Jean Peele James Jordan Peltier Gary Ernest Pennington Andrew William Perez David Edward Peterson Michael Eugene Phillips James Thomas Pillichody Shelly Elizabeth Prince John Stephen Proctor Beth Ann Rader Lisa Ann Raines Luanne Rase Timothy Darrin Reed Warren Demps Riffle Richard Alan Roberts Michelle Lynn Rollyson Paul Andrew Russell Sheila Sumrall Schultz Timothy Paul Scott Karintha Lyles Shirley Phillip Scott Smith Richard Lee Smith Christopher S. Stokley Karen Dawn Stollings Tonnie Lynn Strope Carla Mae Sullivan Douglas Tiller William Duncan Todd George Nathan Topping Mark Harry T upis Charles Lee Urling, Jr. George Russell Watson Charles Darnall Webb, Jr. Brian Lee Weekley Randall Alan White Brian Wilson Whitlock Lisa Rae Williams Pernell Scott Wilson Amy Marie Woods Julia Ann Wooten Paul Lee Wykle, Jr. Teresa Lynn Carrier Yates Angela Kathleen Yoho Lisa Joan Zizzi Bachelor of Science Mary Denise Adkins Joseph Patrick Carrus Anthony Edward Gilkerson Jerry Allen Green, Jr. David Brian Lawson 
Degrees Granted December 16, 1988 Bachelor of Business Administration William Lee Adkins, II Allwell Iheanyichukwu Akatobi Michael Dean Alexander Henry Gene Arnold Renea D. Bailey Donald Edwin Balser, II James Stuart Bernstein Timothy Alan Bibbee Rickey Allen Billups Tommy L. Boyd John David Boylan Gregory Vincent Boyle Scott Matthew Brick David William Brobston Robert Alan Brown Susan Lynn Browning Maurice Douglas Bryson Stephen William Burriss Deron Brent Carrico Robin Sue Clark Kimberly Ann Coffman Angela Dawn Collins Jamie Lynn Cooke Kay Margaret Cottle Carlos Gene Crawford Wanda Gayle Cremeans Gina Michele McCoy Crick Marion Dyer Joan Elizabeth Eicher Kevin Lee Elkins Bryan Russell Ellis Donna Michelle Erwin Thomas Matthew Fankhauser Felicia Ann Filie Steven Anthony Fischer Parrish Thane French James Timothy Gillette John Edwin Goetz, V Janetta Kay Grimes Stacey Dawn Grounds Hq5san Mustapha Haidar Jeffrey Scott Hale Christopher Glenn Hall Mary Elizabeth Hartney J. Todd HatfieldJohn William Hayes, III Scott Allen Hazelett Beth Ann Heiner Anthony Curtis Henley Michele Rene Hensley Claude Daniel Holt, II Kenya Michelle Hoover Vivian Marie Jarrell Todd C. Jarvis Gregory Lee Jenkins Rhonda Workman Justice John Michael Keller Calvin DeSales Knott, Jr. Michael Wayne Lemley Jon Barton Leonard Gordon Wyatt Lewis, III David Wayne Lowe John Adam Marshok, III Michael S. Mattern Michael Edward McCann Sherri Lynn McClung Denise Michelle McComas Liana Michele McCoy Lloyd Allen McKee 
Jeffrey Lynn McWilliams Rebecca Joan Molnar Meadows Deborah Ann Mooney David Edward Nangle William Lee Neal Dawna Jean Nelson Philip Stanley Nelson John Stephen Pannell Melissa Ann Parsons Kimberly S. Payne Harold E. Pittman, Jr. Nicholas Stuart Pope Lawrence E. Price, Jr. Sherry Ruth Prince Glenda C. Probst Robert Guy Ray Erich Stephen Reger George Micheal Reger Jeffrey Scott Reynolds Robert Michael Richards James Lee Rodes Danny Dale Rose Steven Gregory Rowe Roy C. Ruddle Barbara Lynn Runyan Stephanie Jo Shanklin Jeffery Daniel Sims Patricia Beth Starling Richard Kent Stewart Jeffrey Loren Stratton David Brian Sutphin Jamie Dean Swanagan David Lee Sydenstricker Craig Andrew Taylor 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1988 Bachelor of Business Administration Christine Renee Akers Cynthia A. Austin Lucinda J. Burgess Gregory Harold Conley Scott Allen Dean Mary Ellen Dennison Timothy Michael Dent Mary Anne Frame Jo Anna Gail Fry David Edward Jarrett William Richey Kreglo Carrie Rutledge Matlack Owen Edward McKay, IV Todd Lambert Morgan Jeffrey Linden Newberg Robert L. Owen Christopher Spencer Peck Connie Lynn Rinck William Keith Robinette Natalie Gail Stone Charles Robert Tew Matthew Ernest Vance William S. Viers Leisa Dawn Wamsley Charles Stephen Weis Julie Elizabeth Wiegel Jacqueline Leigh Yeager Bachelor of Science Brett Taylor Bias John Alan Dean Lesley Kristina Leonhart Jeffrey N. Miller Bruce Allen Nutter Michael Alan Regalia Glenn Randall Wellman Mary Lynn Taylor James Brent Thompson Timothy Michael Tomblin Lori Dawn Fraley Warden Jay R. Wardwell John Mosby Wayland Lisa Renee Wilson Yir-Wen Yang 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1988 Bachelor of Business Administration Michael William Anastasia Michael Ray Beller Jerry Michael Bowen Charles Taylor Bradley Melvin Richard Burkholder Yvonne Marie Carpenter Charles Richard Centers David Donaldson Crouch Brian Keith Dingess David Alan Earl Frank Thomas Graff, III Ralph William Laton Shane T eris Lewis Katrina Kay Marshall James Thomas McKnight, Jr. Carolyn Ann Jordan Meadows David Carte Myers Larry Edward Perry Cheryl Evonne Beverage Riedel Richard A. Sayre, II Regina Bartram Talbert James Wallace Vance Bachelor of Science Jay Anthony Fulks Thomas Walter Nichols Kenneth Cooper Warner 
College of Science 
Candidates presented by E. S. Hanrahan, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 13, 1989 Bachelor of Science Leeann Adkins James Alan Akins Nicholas Thomas Bedway, III Michael Dwayne Bratton Brian Keith Childers David E. Day Larry Moore Drown Brian Francis Perry Edwin Gerwig Sandra Gillenwater Julia Graves Marla Griffith Haller Tina Marie Hatfield Timothy Edward Hicks Marvin Ray Journell Cathy M. Durst Judge Joseph Brigham Justice Zoe Ann Kirkpatrick Paula Kay Hatten Larsen Angela Dawn Lewis John Carlton Marks Michael Stuart McCray Loralea Ashley Mullins James Michael Nance Donny Lee Napier Swati Ojha Linda Michele Plevich Mark David Rice Bachelor of Science 1n Chemistry Darin Lee Dotson Associate in Applied Science Kristin Diane Jones Luther Vernon Richmond Gregory A. Ross Angela Rene Sawyers Daniel Decker Snavely Robert J. Steigerwald Kirn Marie Stooke Jonda K. McCornas Sullivan Ralph Dale Triplett, II James Lewis Turner Michele Lee Urffer Roger Vithalani Mark Stephen Zalaznik 
Degrees Granted December 16, 1988 Bachelor of Science Lawrence Joseph Barnes Ronald Lee Bryan Alvin Renato Castillo Robert Clark Christopher Bilinda Joy Thompson Dawson Jennifer M. Fyffe Justina Hope Justice John Joseph Kearney, Jr. Kenneth Philip Koerber, III Sandra Khin That Htwe Mya Todd W. Rodeheaver Paul Eugene Talkington Timothy J. Waugh 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1988 Bachelor of Science Mitchell Dale Adkins Muhammad Saleem Akhtar Jeffrey Edward C�affins Lisa Dawn Corrin Ted G. Dolin Timothy Darryl Justice Associate in Applied Science Kelli Dawn Buckley Peggy Sue Cochran Christina Marie Florence Timothy Scott Hull Robin Lee Brown Lewis Porcshia Dawn Meadows Chris Ray Pack Jeffrey Brian Parker 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1988 Bachelor of Science James Donald Baylous Douglas Daniel Bossart Rungruk Ratanamalaya Amel Edwin Romero John James Keller Shawn Keith Stover Christina Cathyren White Michael Eugene Porter Tammy Carol Sheppard Rhoda Denise Willis Teresa LeAnn Y oak 
College of Fine Arts Candidates presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 13, 1989 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Harold Webb Blevins, Jr. 
Camille M. Ciccolella 
Bill Sada Conley 
James Christopher Crickard 
Stuart Gordon Davidson 
Charles Roy Dent 
William Bryan Frasher 
Robert A. Palmer 
Matthew Shane Ross 
Angela Nell Slover 
Lisa Carol Smith 
L. Scott Tignor
Brenda May Weekley
Degrees Granted December 16, 1988 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Judy A. Fleming David Allen West 
Ryan Matthew Hardiman 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1988 
Richard Steele Bailey 
Sharon T. Shepherd 
John Page Spears, II 
School of Nursing Candidates presented by Carolyn S. Gunning, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 13, 1989 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Teresa Lynn Arthur 
Robin Renee Berry Barnett 
Cindy Childers Bond 
Scott Crandall Bradbury 
Darline Evonne Brown 
Deborah Brooks Childers 
Sandra Kay Christian 
Peggy Sue Collins 
Sharon Darnall Ferguson 
Margaret Brown Fitch 
Laura Adkins Garretson 
Angela Dawn Graham 
Kimberly Harbour 
Terry Anne Hatton 
Theresa Carol Hatten Jackson 
Rosemary Lynette Keams 
Cheryl Ann LeDonne 
Susan Kay Lester 
Vickie Teague McKendree 
Kelly Lynn O'Neill 
Diane Hudnall Patrick 
Rebecca June Rice 
Sally Ann Sale 
Edwinna Shaffer 
Patricia Ann Hancock Stanley 
Gwendolyn Sue Frazier Staten 
Thelma Elaine Stinespring 
Deborah Van Arsdale 
Donna Sue VanHoose 
Brenda Duty Wilcox 
Kathy Jane Simmons Willis 
Lisa Boone Willis 
Degrees Granted December 16, 1988 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Sara Beth Honaker 
Morgan Lee Pinkerman 
Teddy Talbert Associate in Science in Nursing 
Donna Sue Dockter Batts 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Candidates presented by Alan B. Gould, Provost 
Candidates for Degrees May 13, 1989 Regents Bachelor of Arts Gregory Black Brent Ray Bragg Ava Denice Greer Burgess Edward Gordon Cox, Jr. Marian Ruth Cox James Edward Davis Mary Lou Stephenson Decker Timothy Richard George Robert Alden Huron Deloris Jean Bays Jones David Allen Kyle Sam L. Massey Drema Lenora Noble McDonald Barbara M. Morgan Mary Sue Campbell Moss Gilbert Wesley Orr David Patrick Owens William Larry Pack Roger Alan Plymale Donald Edward Preston Trudy Adkins Protzman Marvin J. Ramsey Kenneth Leroy Seiders Carla Susanne Smith Joseph M. Wallis Sara Brandon Wilson Titus Lee Workman 
Degrees Granted December 16, 1988 Regents Bachelor of Arts David Gordon Amos Kimberly Ann Audia Linda Kay Beegle Nedra Swiger Bradley Thomas Stephen Bums Deborah Childress Kerry Keith Cline Thomas Edward Dale Leslie Terence Davis Gregory Keith Elkins Mark Steven Hathaway Roger Eugene Hayner Robert William Hibbard Jermaine Eckart McGregor 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1988 Regents Bachelor of Arts Barbara Smith Accord Todd Hayse Carter Douglas Bradner Chambers Regina Faye Evans Arley Ray Johnson Kenneth Leon Marcum Peggy Guthrie Morrison Troy Anthony Nicely Harry Alan Peterson Christine Veronica Rog James Mark Mulvaney Marie Ellen Redd Carolyn Baumgardner Templeton Cecilia Arambula Tipton Pauline Ann Vismer Elizabeth Sue Raiguel Wendling Michael Workman D. Seth StakerMichael Ray ThompsonChristopher Kent WallaceDavid W. Walsh
Degrees Granted July 15, 1988 Regents Bachelor of Arts Barney Edgar Blankenship Susan Duncan-Thomas Barbara Anne Gumport Marshall Lee Herring Eugene Hester, Jr. Kenneth Paul Labanowski Alan D. Schoolcraft-W1lliams Dorothy Louise Ward 
Community College Candidates presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 13, 1989 Associate in Applied Science 
Kimberly Ann Adkins 
Sharon Kay Adkins 
Jeffrey Paul Armstrong 
Letha Marie Barber 
Kipp Gregory Beaver 
Kimberly Ren�e Beckett 
Barbara Ann Smyton Beegle 
Robert William Blackbum 
Sue Tryon Brady 
Paula Denise Brooker 
Christina L. Bryan 
Stephanie Renee Casto 
Byron K. Chanoine, Jr. 
Linda Faye Chinn 
Melissa Kay Clagg 
Tonja Lea Clark 
Tawnya S. Click 
Chris A. Cole 
Sue Anne Conrad 
Gloria Jean Coy 
Maretta Lynn Cregger 
Regina Marie Cyrus 
Catholeen Clark Dailey 
Catherine Darves 
Julie Ann Davis 
Sandra Hoover DeLapa 
Brenda L. Masker Dolan 
Joseph Brian Donahoe 
Charles Randall Durst 
Keith Allen Eaves 
Betty Jane Michels Ellis 
Alicia Lee Elmore 
Sandra Carol Enloe 
Andrea Leigh Enochs 
Karen Ann Warren Fischer 
Barbara Alexandra Florek 
Robert Eldon Friel 
Eugalee Hope Gillam 
Claudine Marie Gmerek 
LeAnn Godby 
Lisa Gay Gosnell 
Lee Annette Grass 
Cynthia Marie Hammons 
Karen Coral Harvey 
Tony Allen Hatton 
Troy Arthur Houchin 
Lori Ann Humphreys 
Kimberly Sue Hypes 
Carla Lynn Irvin 
Crystal Lynn Jacks 
Tommy Lane Jackson 
Kimberly Dawn Johnson 
Pamela Lee Kittle 
Teresa L. Legg 
Jerry Wesley Lewis 
Michelle R. Lynch 
Teresa Ann Mann 
Vanessa Kay Manns 
Catherine Marie Mathis 
Angela Maynard 
Rebecca Anne McCallister 
Beverly C. Martin McKinney 
Charlotte Jacqueline Meadows 
Vivian Marianne Merricks 
Sharon Elaine Milem 
Michelle Lee Mooney 
Tamatha Jean Morton 
Kimberly Ann Myatt 
Vickie Lynn Myers 
Lore Jeanette Neely 
Mary Ann Campbell Nelson 
Julie Marie Norvell 
Iva Jane Pavlis 
Stephanie Rene Pelfrey 
Christal L. Perry 
Tina Kay Plants 
Victoria Lynn Varney Prince 
Rebecca D. Purvis 
Mahshid Rafiee 
John Cunningham Rawn 
Julia Kay Reed 
Tillis Ross 
Tina Michelle Salyers 
Michael Thomas Searls 
Patricia Ann Sheline 
Sherry A. Shrewsbury 
Rebecca Dawn Simpkins 
Eileen Silver Smith 
James Rayburn Smith 
Jerry Lee Smith 
Mary Susan Smith 
Terri Lynn Spencer 
Claire Ann Spradling 
Bradley Douglas Stowers 
Hobert Lee Sutherland 
James H. Testerman 
Phyllis J. Morrison Thacker 
Debra Kay Gibson Thompson 
Lorrie Ann Thompson 
Todd Maxwell Townsend 
Trisha Ann VanMeter 
Dalena RaDawn Vargo 
Carol Lynn Vaughn 
Colleen Gayle Vetter 
Brian Scott Vigliotti 
Eric L. Vogel 
Treva Sue Wade 
Mary A. Waller 
Tammy Renee Watson 
Antonia Lei Weaver 
Kelle Lorena Weddle 
Linda R. White 
Katrina Jean Whitten 
Shirley Ann Williams 
Regina Lynn Williamson 
Karen Ann Wilson 
Suzann Dare Workman 
Degrees Granted December 16, 1988 Associate in Applied Science 
Patricia Sue Adkins 
Rachel Leath Adkins 
Rosann Renee Adkins 
James Gaylord Armentrout 
Dona Lee Bergmann 
Nicholas Shawn Blair 
Alice Marie Butcher 
Karen Sue Cade 
Dena M. Callicoat 
Stephanie Lynn Radcliff Campbell 
Traci Michele Campbell 
Frances Rene Carico 
Neena K. Carte 
Naomi Sue Childers 
Bobbi Lynn Clark 
Melanie Sue Clark 
Barbara S. Collins 
Karen L. Condron 
Melissa Dawn Cooper 
Daniel Dale Craig 
Leigh Ann Dailey 
Kelly A. Dickens 
Constance Joan Fisher 
Eddie D. Fisher 
Kathy Lynn Fisher 
Jackie L. Fry 
Fem Marie Hood 
Opal Elaine Huskins 
Val Edward Jeffers 
Christopher K. Keaton 
Tommie Kelley 
Vonda Carlena Bryant Kreglo 
Priscilla Ann Newland Maday 
Kristi Leigh Mahaffey 
Gay Edward McCabe, Jr. 
Tina Louise McCoy 
Kelly Suzanne Mondy 
Leann Michele Morehead 
Kecia Rena Moten 
Angela Lynn Motz 
Timothy Todd Mullins 
Katherine Ellen Mylar 
Gregory Scott Nolan 
Pamela Marie Payton 
Michael D. Pelfrey 
Joann P. Perkins 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1988 Associate in Applied Science 
Connie Jean Adkins 
Debra Browning 
Janette Lee Gibson 
Teresa Ann Hall 
Barbara Noffsinger Kosa 
Dee Ann Lambert 
Brenda K. Neville 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1988 Associate in Applied Science 
Tamyra Shea Anselmi 
Alice Lynn Blankenship 
Richard Wayne Butler 
Carla Jo Clark 
Eugene Reed Cook 
Marlene Edwards 
Sherry S. Eling 
Jonathan L. Koerber 
Kathy Denise Poole 
Patricia Sue Preece 
Gary Lee Rambacher, II 
Todd Anthony Robertson 
Lisa Gail Robinson 
Delmo Densel Ross 
Kathleen E. Short 
James Albert Smith 
Mary Susan Smith 
Holly Lynn Stutler 
Lisa Suzanne Taylor 
Michael A. Taylor, II 
Donna K. Vail 
Merri Beth Vance 
Terri Renea Varney 
Larry D. Vititoe 
Steven Brian Waller 
Lisa Rae Weir 
Stephanie Kay Wilkinson 
Christie Lea Williams 
Kevin F. Winton 
Terri Lawanda Bowen Wroten 
Susan Faye Yates Associate in Arts 
Susan Dorrell Mathias 
Peggy Ann Lacy 
Annette Cecilia Morrison 
James Franklin Pike 
Rhonda Lynn Stollings 
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Graduate School Candidates presented by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 13, 1989 
Master of Arts 
Mohammed Ahmed Ebrahim Ahmed 
Davis and Elkins College Political Science 
Melissa Ann Akers 
Marshall University Early Childhood Education 
Melissa Ann Baker 
Marshall University Political Science 
Jacob Lamar Bapst 
Rio Grande College 
Communication Arts 
Carson Barker 
Marshall University Educational Administration 
Lisa Ann Bennett 
Marshall University Counseling 
David Shawn Berry 
Marshall University Music 
George Franklin Bills 
Marshall University Counseling 
Robin Lynn Harless Blakeman 
Marshall University Counseling 
James Franklin Bolen 
Marshall University Counseling 
Penny Lynn Booth 
Marshall University English Terri Lynn Bowen Marshall University Counseling Mary Elizabeth Bowling Ohio University English Everetta Jo Hall Boyd Marshall University Elementary Education Christopher Daniel Campbell Davis and Elkins College Counseling Mary Elizabeth Eddins Campbell Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Danny Ray Cantrell Concord College English Deborah S. Carson Glenville State College Elementary Education Laura Estep Cooper Marshall University Educational Administration Christine E. Crannell Fairmont State College Counseling Mark Rahal Crutchfield Marshall University Speech Marcia Ann Meadows Davis Marshall University Elementary Education Nefer Eileen Denny Marshall University Counseling Dean Dippolito Marshall University Counseling Deborah Lauraine Double Rio Grande College Special Education Hazel Sue Edmonds Marshall University Counseling Brenda Jane Evans University of Missouri at Kansas English Charles Nile Evans Marshall University Educational Administration Kimberly Curry Fleener Ohio University Secondary Education Mary Susan Fouch Berea College Special Education Kathryn Ann Haddad Goodman Marshall University Communication Arts Lana Jo Hardy Morehead State University Home Economics Kimberly Ann Pierce Higginbotham West Virginia State College Special Education 
Pamela Steed Hill 
Marshall University English 
Lisa Claire Hindmarsh 
West Virginia University Music 
Stephen Russell Holley 
Marshall University Speech 
Beth Ann Bradley Jenkins 
Marshall University Special Education 
Thomas Lee Johnson 
Marshall University Counseling 
Robert Lee Jones, II 
North Texas University Educational Administration 
April Melissa Lawhorn 
Marshall University Counseling 
Sharon Barker Leslie 
Marshall University Biological Sciences 
Warren Clifton Lyon, II 
West Virginia State College Special Education 
Janet Lee Mahon 
Marshall University Counseling 
Steve T emenge Malu 
Rio Grande College Political Science 
Pamela Diane Stephens Mitchell 
Marshall University Counseling 
Sandra Jean Werling Nash 
Wright State University Reading Education 
Leon T. Newton 
Marshall University Political Science 
Irene Skeens Orrick 
Marshall University English Barbara Kay Overfield Georgetown College Elementary Education Carolyn Sue Howard Oxley Marshall University Counseling Michael Eugene Perry Marshall University Counseling Anthony Lee Pollard Morehead State University Political Science Winifred Frances Powers Marshall University Counseling Randell Scott Price Rio Grande College Counseling Cherie Kay Pyles Marshall University Early Childhood Education Catherine Crump Richards Marshall University Elementary Education Sesilia Ann Riley Marshall University Secondary Education Ellen Marie Risch Marshall University Sociology Karen Sue Rohrbach Marshall University Secondary Education Robin Louise Ross Marshall University Biological Sciences Susan I. Shapiro Clarion State College Speech Pathology and Audiology Wylma Carole Skean Marshall University Business Education Kathleen Brown Smith Marshall University Special Education Stone R. Stafford Bluefield State College Elementary Education Julie Lynn Stamper Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Jerri Gerlach Stephens Glenville State College Educational Administration Miriam E. Stepp Marshall University Counseling Michelle Kay Stevens Concord College Reading Education Bang-Yong Su East China Normal University Educational Administration Krista Carey Thacker Marshall University Counseling Paula Nancy Thomas Marshpll University Speech Jon Landis Wall Lincoln Memorial University History Robert L. Warnick, III California University of Pennsylvania Speech Tola Anne Webb Marshall University Elementary Education Kimberly Lynne Werner Marshall University Early Childhood Education Carolyn Lee Whipp West Virginia University Speech Rick D. Whisman Marshall University Psychology Gary Alan White Fairmont State College Psychology 
Kathryn Ann Snyder Wood Ohio University Special Education Master of Science Kathryn B. Akin Texas Agri�ultural and Mechanical University Community Health Abdullah Sulaiman Al-Hazzaa Islamic Ul).iversity Accounting Cynthia M. D' Aurora Baker West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Elizabeth C. Ball Conc,ord College Vocational Technical Education M. Victoria Berry Mru;shall UniversityGeographyKaren Taylor Blackbum Eastern Kentucky University Safety R. Thomas BowdenMarshall UniversityBiomedical SciencesKarol Jean Bradshaw West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Machelle Lynn Bumgarner West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Robert David Carpenter Marshall University Safety Dolores Dempsey Conley Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Jack Wallace Cook, Jr. Marshall University Safety Victoria Hager Copley Pikeville College Vocational Technical Education David Christopher Dome Centre College Biomedical Sciences Deborah Ann Hainer Farmer Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Daniel Paul Fiedorczyk Glenville State College Health and Physical Education Judith Ann Gravely Marshall University Safety Jerry Wayne Haskins Mississippi State University Safety Karen Diana Kime Hershfeld Virginia Polytechnic Institute Adult Fitness/Cardiac Rehabilitation Bobby Ellsworth Hill Murray State University Safety Michael Josepl\ Hlywa Wilmington College Health and Physical Education Tammy Lynn Cantees Howard Pikeville College Vocational Technical Education Phillip Aaron Jones Fairmont State College Safety Kathryn Kendrick Concord College Biomedical Sciences Jeffrey Alan Kem Alleghney College Health and Physical Education Jacquelynn Anne Kulish Ithaca College Health and Physical Education Joseph Robert Leaman West Virginia Wesleyan College Health and Physical Education Wanda Aileen Lehman West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Jimmie Sue Pridemore Mazon Marshall University Safety Joa Lynn McCorkle Marshall University Criminal Justice Larry Howard McDonald Marshall University Safety Steven C. Newman Ohio University Safety Veronica Lynn Perry West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Joseph M. Richards Bluefield State College Safety - Mine Safety Option Mary Frances Ciccolella Schwertfeger West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Randy Alan Shaw Eastern Kentucky University Safety Elwood D. Sheets Bluefield State College Safety Michael Dwayne Smith Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Jerry D. Stover Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Kathryn K. Taylor Concord College Biomedical Sciences Vancil Clayton Thomas, II Berea College Vocational Technical Education William David Viars Bluefield State College Safety Donald Stephen Wellman Marshall University Chemistry 
Joan Carol Wheeler John Christopher Hill Kenneth Lee Smith 
Marshall University Marshall University Eastern Kentucky University Criminal Justice Business and Commerce Business and Commerce 
Lloyd Wheeler Catherine LaVada Huffman Darrell Ray Stepp 
Marshall University Marshall University University of Toledo Safety Business and Commerce Business and Commerce 
Pamela Moricle Wilson Louis Joseph Martin James Edward Tippie, Jr. 
Radford University Marshall University Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Business and Commerce Business and Commerce 
Fred Bishop Woods 
Margaret Sue McDonald 
Ronald D. Williamson, Jr. 
West Virginia State College Eastern Kentucky University Criminal Justice Marshall University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce 
Tabitha Louise Woy 
Stephen Joe Melton 
Jeffrey Alan Wilson 
Fairmont State College West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education West Virginia University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce 
Janet L. Wright 
University of Charleston R. Neil Montgomery Master of Arts Ubrary Science Education West Virginia UniversityBusiness and Commerce in Journalism Ralph David Wyant 
Marshall University Malavalli Shankarappa Nagesh 
Aline Krikor Bezdikian Safety BMS College of Engineering Business and Commerce University of State of New 
York at Albany Master of Business James David Perry Journalism Marshall University Amy Elizabeth Bolen Administration Business and Commerce Marshall University 
Lisa Lay Powers 
Journalism 
Ellis Ray Adkins 
Marshall University Marshall University David Spencer Mudie Business and Commerce Business and Commerce West Virginia State College Journalism 
Tamela Browning-Jerrell Kevin Darre Queen 
Marshall University Clarkson College Lee Ann Smith Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Marshall University Journalism 
Michael D. Copenhaver Robert Llewellyn Salton 
Marshall University West Virginia University Cynthia Ann Troutman Business and Commerce Business and Commerce West Virginia University Journalism 
Thomas Andrew Gesner Paul Geoffrey Sawyers 
West Virginia Institute of Technology Marshall University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce 
Elizabeth Emerson Hanrahan Ron E. Schultz 
Marshall University Missouri University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce 
Degrees Granted December 16, 1988 
Master of Arts 
Deborah Kay Adkins 
Marshall University Speech 
Scott Anthony Adkins 
Marshall University Special Education 
Deborah Copeland Pugh Arbaugh 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Maureen Patricia Brennan 
West Virginia Wesleyan College Home Economics 
Linda Fletcher Bryant 
East Tennessee State University Art 
Bruce Allen Bucholz 
Clarion State College Special Education 
Patricia Lynn Campbell 
Marshall University Speech 
Cheryl Minnix Carey 
Fairmont State College Elementary Education 
Lee Kem Dunlap 
University of California Special Education 
Willie F. Flannery, III 
Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Debra Lynn Peck Hanna 
University of Charleston Business Education 
Kirk Allen Hickle 
Ball State University Music 
Sheryl Lynn Hoke 
Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Papa Subbiah Kanth 
West Virginia State College Special Education Barrie Lyn Kaufman Marietta College Art Hou Kun Hebei University of China Political Science Susan Kay McCamey Marshall University Special Education William Rickey Meade Marshall University Elementary Education Linda Dale Endicott Montgomery Marshall University Special Education Patricia Ann Varney Montgomery Marshall University Special Education Kimberlee Mudge Marshall University Biological Sciences Nancy Jefferson Murrell Marshall University Elementary Education Martha H. Mynes West Virginia State College Home Economics Carl Parsley, Jr. Pikeville College Educational Administration Carroll Martin Peterson New Jersey Institute of Technology Counseling Charles Henry Peterson, II Marshall University Geography Don Lewis Roberson Marshall University Educational Administration Aileen Elizabeth Smith Marshall University Counseling James Cole Smith Marshall University Communication Arts Teresa Martin Stark Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Norma Norine Taylor Berea College Elementary Education Joan Mary Trimble Hope College Elementary Education Linda Carol King Van Meter University of Kentucky Special Education Steven D. Vincent Glenville State College Special Education Katherine L. Waggoner Concord College Reading Education Joseph Muchene Wangugi West Virginia University Political Science Terri Lee Ward Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Virginia Elizabeth West Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Wanda C. Wilson Marshall University Special Education Loukia Zikkos Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Master of Science Brian Richard Becker Illinois Institute of Technology Safety 
Alan Edward Brant 
Marshall University 
Biological Sciences 
David Roger Burmaster 
Barlington County College 
Safety 
Grace Patricia Stotz Calvarese 
Marshall University ' 
Vocational Technical Education 
Robert James Carl 
Marshall University 
Criminal Justice 
Joseph Okwy Chukwu 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Richard Gregory Cover 
Marshall University 
Criminal Justice 
Jerry W. Dejarnett 
West Virginia University 
Health and Physical Education 
Adriana Drost 
University of T uebingen 
Biomedical Sciences 
Lorna Lorrain Benner Frye 
Shepherd College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Rebecca Le� Fyffe 
Marshall University 
Geography 
Eugene L. Gathright 
University of Mississippi 
Safety 
Mindy Aude Glick 
West Virginia University 
Library Science Education 
Mary Kathryp Justice 
West Virginia University 
Health and Physical Education 
Dennis J. Kennedy 
Kutztown State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Robert Milton Lawrentz 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Vocational Technical Education 
David Hadley Lieving 
West Virginia University 
Adult Education 
Ernest Harold Marcum 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Leah Michele Maynard 
Marshall University 
Adult Fitness/Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Dorothy Jeffries McGraw 
Marshall University 
Library Science Education 
Larry Eugene Moore 
McKendree College 
Safety 
Charles A. Pollock 
Concord College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Christopher Todd Pulice 
Fairmont State College 
Criminal Justice 
Paul David Ragland 
Marshall' University 
Safety 
Patricia Ann Reger 
Fairmont .State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Gary Keith Salyers 
Marshall -University 
Safety 
Barbara Ann Wright Visnic 
West Liberty State College 
Vocational Technical Education 
Joseph K. Weis 
Eastern K-entucky University 
Safety 
Malcolm Russell Wimbish 
Marshall University 
Safety 
Laura J. Wyant 
Marshall University 
Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration 
Brigitte Elise Boggs 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Gayle Lea Casto 
West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Business and Commerce 
Marilyn K. Simmons Fox 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Judy Elaine Wheeler Lawhorn 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Charles Robert Moss 
Glenville State College 
Business and Commerce 
John W. Niemeyer 
Appalachian Bible College 
Business and Commerce 
Rebecca A. Weaks 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce Master of Arts 1n Journalism 
Peter Caldicott 
Milligan College 
Journalism 
Nancy Kay Drake 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Karen L. Garcia 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Jean C. Neel 
Marshall University 
Journalism 
Degrees Granted August 19, 1988 Master of Arts 
Carol Herbitter Bailey Sharon Marcum Eanes Craig Robert Laing 
Marshall University Bluefield State College Marshall University Psychology Elementary Education Geography 
Danna S. Andrews Bailey John Phillip Fisher Melinda Ann Mann 
Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Special Education History Elementary Education 
Kimberly Ann Barton Karen S. Fox Terri Vonne McConda 
Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Special Education Home Economics
Martha Norumit Boonsue Cheryl Maddy Garrison Awyn Danielle McQueen 
West Virginia University Marshall University Shenandoah College and Secondary Education Reading Education Conservatory of Music Music 
Linda Leigh Tucker Bowers Charles William Glover, II 
Debra K. Warden Muncy Marshall University Marshall University Counseling Music Marshall University Special Education 
W. Russell Bowers Kimberly Anne Godfrey 
Terri Mitchell Myers Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Political Science Psychology Secondary Education 
Betty Jo Dean Burgess Barbara Jean Goldcamp Diana Scott Oliver University of Charleston University of Dayton Marshall University Elementary Education Reading Education Counseling 
Connie Barr Cadle Rick Allen Haught Suzy Byrd Perry 
West Virginia Institute of Technology Glenville State College Marshall University Reading Education Geography Psychology 
Ronald Joseph Caviani, Jr. Nancy Karen Lewis Hawk Danny Ray Phillips 
Northern Michigan University University of Kentucky Marshall University Music Secondary Education Elementary Education 
Montserrat Miller Chambers John D. Hicks Susan M. Pittenger 
Marshall University Alderson-Broaddus College East Stroudsburg University History History Psychology 
Christine Winiford Cline Diane Carol Stanley Hughes Lisa McClure Prichard 
Concord College Concord College Marshall University Secondary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Cary Layne Collins Billie Irene Rowe Johnson Barbara Swain Queen 
Marshall University Marshall University Eastern Kentucky University Music Psychology Special Education 
Helen Browning Curry Kathryn Ann Johnson Donovan Watts Quesenberry, III 
Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Special Education Special Education History 
Pamela Gay Davis Jaime Leigh Keeney Amy Lou Radcliff 
Marshall University Marshall University Ohio University Psychology Elementary Education Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Nickey L. Raynes Marshall University Psychology Susan Grace Blair Rogers Otterbein College Reading Education Joseph C. Swen Sagbe University of Liberia Reading Education Marjorie Elaine Sheppard Marshall University· Psychology Nina Light Shinaberry West Virginia State College Psychology Patricia Conley Spradlin Marshall University English Alice Delma Doria Stevens Ohio University Elementary Education Lucy Andrick Sullivan Marshall University Home Economics Janet McMullen Sumpter Marshall University Early Childhood Education Janet Lynn Thiede Marshall University Speech B. W. Thornton Marshall University Secondary Education Bharaty Venkatanarayanan Indra Prastha College Political Science Vivian Osborn Vinton Kent State University Special Education Randall Mac Webb Marshall University Special Education John Hunter Womack Marshall University Speech Catherine Morris Wright University of Kentucky History Master of Science Dick Warren Allison Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Kelly D. Ambrose Marshall University Criminal Justice Aylin Atakkaan Marshall University Biological Sciences Bill Eugene Bailey Marshall University Geography Donald Scott Bell Marshall University Safety Carol S. Bowen Marshall University Criminal Justice Rodric M. Breland Marshall University Safety Nancy Jane Brown Marshall University Safety Annalee Virginia Carlson Davis and "Elkins College Vocational Technical Education Patty Bledsoe Cazad Marshall University Safety Loida Lahoz Crum Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Rebecca Ann Davis West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education James Blasingame Glover University of Charleston Biological Sciences Terry Lee Goolsby Western Kentucky University Chemistry Terri Hill Hagy Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Michael Lee Hemphill West Virginia University Health and Physical Education Debra Douglas Hesson Marshall University Physical Science Anne Margaret Hoylman Marshall University Biological Sciences Donald William Johnson Davis and Elkins College Vocational Technical Education Wendy Charlene McGuire Judd Ohio University Adult Education Loretta Suzan Marple Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Mark A. McComas Concord College Health and Physical Education Patrick Glen McGinnis West· Virginia University Health and Physical Education Jennifer S. Miller Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Donald Lee Mills, Jr. Marshall University Safety Douglas Lee Pittman Mount Vernon Nazarene College Biological Sciences Mary Katherine Prino Marshall University Safety Kathy Jane Quesenberry Concord College Vocational Technical Education 
J 
Donna Jean Conrad Singleton Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Janie Ellen Crane Spahr Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Rozella Fay Wilfong Stover Marshall University Vocational Technical Education James Evans Terry Marshall University Criminal Justice Eva Madorurn Ujcich West Liberty State College Vocational Technical Education Frank Anthony Ujcich West Liberty State College Vocational Technical Education Mark Brian Watson Marshall University Biological Sciences Lisa Lea Weaver Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Linda Ledsome Wendling West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Jack J. Wilks University of Minnesota Safety William Clark Wilson, II Marshall University Health and Physical Education Bradford L. Wind Marshall University Mathematics Geneva Sue W orkrnan West Virginia Institute of Technology Adult Education Yi Xin Xinxiang Normal College Biological Sciences 
Degrees Granted July 15, 1988 Master of Arts Tamara E. Peyton Alberts Marshall University Elementary Education Surasak Apichorn Morehead State University 
Art Arny Lynn Ataei Salem College Art Vivian Carol Vance Atkinson Marshall University Special Education Shelli Doddridge Beckett Marshall University Counseling Martha Caroline Berry Marshall University Political Science Kristi Shields Brewer Concord College Speech Lou Ellen Chatterton Marshall University Special Education Patricia Jean Cobb Marshall University Music John Joseph Cook Ohio University Counseling Gregory Alan Gillrneister West Virginia Institute of Technology Mathematics Willa Hammonds Hall Marshall University Elementary Education John Lawrence Zurnpetta West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration Diane Kay Dannelly Cagle West Virginia State College Business and Commerce William Todd Hickman University of Kentucky Business and Commerce Hernent Kumar Jain S.G.S. Institute of Technology and Science of India Business and Commerce David Timothy Kincaid Marshall University Business and Commerce Ann E. Henson Marshall University Reading Education John Garfield Hudson University of Charleston Educational Administration Lisa Melton Hutchinson Marshall University Special Education Robert Mason La Fon Marshall University Political Science Barbara Roush Lansdale Marshall University Art Gregory Eugene Leach Marshall University Mathematics 
Donald I van Lowe 
Eastern Kentucky University Speech 
Diane Ruth McCoy 
Marshall University Library Science Education 
Linda R. McGraw 
Ohio University Music 
Jane Eastham McKee 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Margaret Ann Casey Morgan 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Anna Jene Turner O'Brian 
Morehead State University Special Education 
Douglas Charles Pitzer 
Iowa State University Educational Administration 
Lisa Ann Poole 
Ohio State University Speech 
Mary Lynn Powell 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Brenda Louetta Preston 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Eric Watson Shelburne 
Marshall University History 
Cynthia L. Sperry Shoemaker 
Marshall University Secondary Education 
Debbie Diamond Sjmmons 
Marshall University Educational Administration 
Dorinda Lee Smith 
Marshall University Special Educatio; 
Sharon Elaine Smith 
Marshall University Special Education Elizabeth Kay Sturgeon Marshall University Educational Administration Margaret C. Taylor Central School of Speech and Drama of England Speech Pathology and Audiology Elizabeth Ann Thompson Marshall University Special Education Jaylen Kay Sperry Turner Marshall University Secondary Education Master of Science Mary Frances Brothers West Virginia State College Adult Education Michael Patrick Browning University of Charleston Vocational Technical Education Deborah Kay Copley Marshall University Safety Carolyn Kubilis Culp University of Alabama Biological Sciences Leslie Carole Godfrey Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Diana Porter Haddox West Virginia University Accounting William Gene Linville West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Anne Raiguel Matics West Virginia University Adult Education Janet Layne McDonnell Alderson-Bro�ddus College Adult Education Gregory Allen McKay University of Indiana Biological Sciences Robert Ernest Norman Marshall University Biological Sciences John Alfred Riddle West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Kathryn Gwen Rollins Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Naomi Curry Shadbolt Concord ·College Safety David Franklin Simmons Colorado School of Mines Vocational Technical Education Carl Edward Sparks Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Susan Peake Thompson Pikeville College Vocational Technical Education Beth Ellen Casto Williams Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration John David Stuart Marshall University Business and Commerce 
School of Medicine Candidates presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 13, 1989 Doctor of Medicine 
Val Leslie Richey Acuna 
Marshall University 
Clark D. Adkins 
Marshall University 
Robert Charles Anton 
Marshall University 
Trudi Louise Bash 
Marshall University 
Janna Wilgus Cundiff 
Marshall University 
Richard Brian Boster 
Marshall University 
Richard Leslie Callihan 
University of Kentucky 
Gregory Alan Carico 
West Virginia University 
Karen Elaine Clark 
West Virginia University 
Carol Susan Harvey Cooper 
Marshall University 
Pamela A. Cyrus 
Marshall University 
Michael Gene Douglas 
Marshall University 
Arnold E. Drummond 
Ohio University 
Robin Lynn Chaney Feese 
Berea College 
Eric R. George 
Marshall University 
Michael Warren Gibbs 
Marshall University 
Mary Manakkil Griffith 
Marshall University 
Larry Dean Hathaway 
Purdue University 
David Frederick Hubbard 
West Virginia University 
Tyshaun Michele James 
Marshall University 
Richard Allen Kesselring 
Glenville State College 
Jonathan P. Lilly 
Marshall University 
Joseph H. Lock, Jr. 
West Virginia University 
Mukul Pintoo Maheshwari 
West Virginia State College 
Sandra T ereza Maia 
Marshall University 
Sandra Echols Marshall 
Wake Forest University 
Nicholas John Passero 
Marshall University 
John Edward Perry 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University 
T eigha Jan Randolph 
East Tennessee State University 
Mathew Gus Sokos 
West Virginia University 
Pamela S. Stallo 
Marshall University 
Debra Stultz St. Clair 
Marshall University 
Gary Stoner 
University of Pittsburgh 
Dawn Deanna Sturgill 
Tulane University 
Paulette Suzanne Wehner 
Notre Dame University 
William Nichols White, II 
Dartmouth College 
Sandra L. Zahradka 
Jamestown College 
William Matthew Zban 
Marshall University 
West Virgi,nia University -- Marshall University 
Cooperative Doctoral Program Degrees Conferred by John E. Jones, Vice President for Health Sciences, West Virginia University 
Candidates for Degrees May 13, 1989 Doctor of Education 
Nanetta Fults 
Ohio University 
Giovanna Morton 
The Catholic University of America Doctor of Philosophy 
Laurie Ann Scott 
University of Maine 
Degrees Conferred December, 1988 Doctor of Education 
Charles Kent Runyan 
Marshall University Doctor of Philosophy 
Elizabeth Ann Caputi Hoffman 
Michigan State University 
Doctoral Dissertations 
May 1989 Nanetta Fults Dr. Neil Gibbins, Chair "Inservice Education: The Effect of Teacher Involvement, Follow,up Activities, and Selected Teacher Characteristics'' Giovanna Morton Dr. Ermel Stepp, Chair ''Historical Study,West Virginia Board of Examiners for Registered Professional Nurses (1950, 1987): Impact on Stan, dards of Nursing Education in West 
Virginia" Laurie Ann Scott Dr. Monica Valentovic, Chair "Attenvation of Cisplatin Nephrotox, icity in STZ-induced Diabetic Animals'' 
Masters Theses 
May 1989 Kathryn Akin Family and Community Health Dr. Robert Walker "Macrocytosis and Leukopenia in Down Syndrome'' R. Thomas BowdenBiomedical SciencesDr. Michael Moore
"Progestin and Anti,Progestin Effects
on Growth and Growth Factor Produc, 
tion in T47D Human Brest Cancer Cells" Brenda Jane Evans English Dr. Joan Mead "The Scarlet Letter: Hawthorne's American Faust Story" Lana Jo Hardy Home Economics Dr. Grace Bennett "Examination of the BASE Leamer Outcomes'' December 1988 Elizabeth Ann Caputi Hoffman Dr. William C. Kopp, Chair "Effect of Adenosine Deaminase Inhi, bition on the in Vitro Immune Response to Sheep Red Blood Cells" Charles Kent Runyan Dr. Neil Gibbins, Chair "The Beginning Teachers' Personality Needs and the Perceived School Climate in West Virginia" Karen Diana Kime Hershfeld Health and Physical Education Dr. David Swain ''Bicycling Cadence and the Double Problem'' Pamela Steed Hill English Dr. William Ramsey "The Distance-and Other Thoughts for Animal Tissue" Irene Skeens Orrick English Dr. Joan Gilliland "Plainstuff: Meditative Sketches" Lee Ann Smith Journalism Dr. Ralph J. T umer "A Survey of the Effect of Education on Front Page Newspaper Design in West Virginia" William David Viars Safety Dr. Richard Tredway "Computer Assistance for the Safety Professional: Software and Data Bases'' December 1988 Deborah K. Adkins Speech, Dr. Dorothy Johnson "A Descriptive Stud-y of the Charac, teristics of College Radio Stations'' Alan E. Brant Biological Sciences Dr. Dan Evans "Flora and Vegetation of the Meadow River Wetlands, Greenbrier Count-y, West Virginia" Adriana Drost Biomedical Sciences Dr. Bryan Larson "Effects of Thermal Injury and Wound Colonization on Serum Interleukin, 1 Activit-y in Rats" Leah Michele Maynard Health and Physical Education Dr. Terry Shepherd "The Effects of Low Intensit-y Exercise on Excess Postexercise Ox-ygen Consumption'' 
August 1988 
Montserrat Miller Chambers 
History 
Dr. Frances S. Hensley 
''Earnest Purpose Annie Heacock and 
A Life of Reform" 
John Phillip Fisher 
History 
Dr. David R. Woodward 
''The Creation of the American First 
Army: Anglo-American Relations and 
the Amalgamation Controversy, 
1917-1918" 
James B. Glover 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Donald C. Tarter 
"A Taxonomic and Distributional 
Study of the Adult Caddisfiies of the 
Family Leptoceridae (Insecta: Tricho� 
tera) of West Virginia" 
Terry L. Goolsby 
Chemistry 
Dr. Gary D. Anderson 
"Mechanistic Investigation into the 
1,2-Diol Cleavage of 1,1,2,3,­
Tetraphenyl-1, 2-Ethanodiol with N,N­
Dimethylformamide Eimethylacetal'' 
John D. Hicks 
History 
Dr. Charles Bias 
"The Rights, Duties and Remedies of 
the South" Southern Intellectuals and 
the Ideological Foundation of a South­
ern Nation, De Bow's Review as A
Case Study 
Anne M. Hoylman 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Marcus C. Waldron 
"Bacterial Mutagenicity of Sediment 
Core Extracts From the Kanawha 
River, West Virginia" 
Douglas L. Pittman 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Alan R. White 
''Chromosomal Mutagenicity of Sedi­
ment Core Extracts From the Kanawha 
River, West Virginia" 
Mary Kay Prino 
Safety 
Dr. Ronald J. Hawley 
''Treatment and Disposal of Biological 
Hazardous Waste Materials: A Com­
parison of Procedures At Three Univer­
sity Research Facilities" 
Lucy Andrick Sullivan 
Home Economics 
Dr. Carole A. Vickers 
''A Pilot Study of the Effects of Cross­
Age Teaching on Eating Habits" 
Mark Brian Watson 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Alan R. White 
"Extracellular Polysaccharides From 
the Fem Pteridium Aquilinum" 
Catherine M. Wright 
History 
Dr. David C. Duke 
"Novel Women: Literary Expatriates 
of the 1920s" 
Yi Xin 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Alan R. White 
"Distribution of Mutagenic Organic 
Compounds in Armour Creek, West 
Virginia, USA, Sediments" July 1988 
Martha C. Koop Berry 
Political Science 
Dr. Clair Matz 
"Never Again in Argentina? Maybe" 
1976 - 1988" 
Carolyn K. Culp 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Thomas Weaks 
"Periphyton Community Along Ther­
mal Gradients in Beech Fork Lake" 
Gregory A. McKay 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Donald Tarter 
"A Preliminary Study of the Effects of 
Artificial Lake Destratification on the 
Gizzard Shad, Dorosoma Cepedianum 
(Leseur), in Beech Fork Lake West 
Virginia'' 
Robert E. Norman 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Dona,ld T rater 
''Effects qf Artificial Lake Destratifica­
tion on the Benthic Macroinvertebrate 
Populations in Beech Fork Lake, West 
Virginia" 

